
Powerbank Baseus Qpow PRO with Lightning cable, USB-C port a Ref: 6932172620653
Powerbank Baseus Qpow PRO with Lightning cable, USB-C port and USB 20000mAh, 20W (Black)
Baseus Qpow PRO powerbank with USB-C cable, USB-C, USB, 20000mAh, 20W (black)
Opt for a capacious powerbank from Baseus and charge your devices quickly and safely. Baseus Qpow Pro has a built-in Lightning cable
and  offers  2  ports:  USB-C  and  USB.  It  also  supports  multiple  fast  charging  protocols.  It  allows  you  to  renew  the  energy  of  3  devices
simultaneously. Its output power reaches 20 watts and its capacity is 20,000 mAh. Thanks to the fact that it is handy and lightweight,
transporting it is not a problem. The product is also distinguished by its wide compatibility and multi-level protection.
 
 
Fast charging
The Baseus Qpow Pro powerbank with built-in Lightning cable has USB-C and USB ports, so it can charge up to 3 devices at once. It also
supports SCP, FCP, QC and PD fast charging protocols, and will charge an Apple 13 to 50% in just 30 minutes.
 
 
Impressive capacity
The Qpow Pro stands out with a capacity of  20,000 mAh and is  capable of  charging selected devices up to several  times.  So you can
renew the energy of the Apple 13 about 4 times, the Apple 12 Pro about 4.3 times, and the Mi10 Pro about 3 times. Forget about the long
wait until your devices are ready to use!
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High level of protection
The powerbank has a number of safety features that guarantee the safety of your charged devices. Baseus Qpow Pro protects against
overcurrent, overvoltage, overcharging, high temperature or electromagnetic field, among others. Also noteworthy are the high-quality
materials and robust housing.
 
 
Compact and handy
Thoughtful design of the powerbank translates into high comfort of use. The easy-to-read display provides information about the state of
the battery, and thanks to its low weight the product does not cause any problems during transportation. A practical clip allows you to
hide the end of the built-in cable, so you do not have to worry about damaging it.
 
 
Manufacturer
Baseus
Model
PPQD060201
Battery
Lithium-polymer
Material
ABS + PC
Capacity
20,000 mAh / 3.8 V (76 Wh)
Rated capacity
12,000 mAh (5 V / 2.4 A)
Energy conversion factor
≥75%
Lightning input
5 V / 2 A
USB-C input
5 V / 3 A, 9 V / 2 A, 12 V / 1.5 A
USB-C output
5 V / 2.4 A, 9 V / 2.22 A, 12 V / 1.5 A
USB output
4.5 V / 5 A (SCP), 5 V / 4.5 A (SCP), 5 V / 2.4 A, 9 V / 2 A, 12 V / 1.5 A
Total output current
5 V / 2.4 A
Dimensions
123 x 74.6 x 32.8 mm
Weight
Approx 360 g
Cable length
Approx. 19 cm
Cable material
TPE
Color
Black
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Preço:

€ 34.70

Acessórios para telemóveis, Power Banks, 20000 mAh
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